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Let T’ be a U-statistic and S,, its projectlion (in the sense of Hgjek). Limit theory for U-statistics 
is usually considered in two disjoint cases, t,ermed egenerate and nondegenerate. The traditional 
method is to treat the cases eparately, using different echniques in each to obtain a solution. Here 
we present a unified treatment based on a joint invariance principle for the vector (T,, T, - S,), 
from which the invariance principles in both the degenerate and nondegenerate cases follow as easy 
corollaries. 
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1. Introductiion 
Let XI, X2,. . . be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random vari- 
ables, and let h be a symmetric function of two variables (h (x, y) = h (y, x)) such that 
E[h(XI, X2)*] < OQ and E[h(Xl, X2)] = 0. Define 
and 
T, = C h(Xi,Xj) 
lSi<jsn 
Sn = lsi$jen CgWi~+g(xj)3= (n - 1) i dxij, 
1 
where g(x) := E[h(Xl, x)]~ Then Tn is a U-statistic [I21 and Sn its projection [111. 
Limit theory for U-statistics has traditionally centred around the nondegenerate 
case (where: ai = var[g (XI)] > 0), in which n -3’2 Tn has a limiting normal dis- 
tribution. However, recently the degenerate case (ag = 0) has received attention, and 
been shown by Gregory [lo] to have application to modified Cramer-Von Mises 
tests of goodness of fit (see also [1,2, 5,6,7,8, 14, 15 and the references thereina). 
When erg = 0 the statistic n-l Tn has a nondegenerate limiting distribution which 
depends intimately on the function h. The usual approach to the limit problem is to 
treat the cases UJ~ > 0 and a, = 0 quite separately, using different techniques to obtain 
the solution. Sen [16] has obtained invariance principles crate IY- 
statistics, and Neuhaus [ 131 has treated the degenerate case. 
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In this paper we present what seems to us to be a more natural and unified 
treatment of limit theory for Ustatistics, and obtain a single result from which the 
invariance principles in both the degenerate and nondegenerate cases follow 
immediately as corollaries. We consider an invariance principle based on the random 
vector Vn = (18~~‘~ T,, nBIAn), where A, = T, -S, is the ‘error’ between the U- 
statistic and its projection. Pn both cases a, > 0 and V~ = 0 the vector V, has a limiting 
distribution (T, A), where T is normal N(0, of). The distribution of A is never 
degenerate, and since cr, = 0 entails Sn = 0 a.s, for all IB, A is the limiting distribution 
of n-‘T, when o, = 0. 
When og = 0 the distribution of A has a decomposition as an infinite convolution of 
independent distributions, but when a, > 0 the independence structure vanishes, 
and new technical problems are introduced. Care has to be taken to define the 
distribution properly. 
In principle the same argument applies in the case of multisample U-statistics. As 
it is quite laborious to keep track of all the correlations for many samples, we 
consider only the one-sample case in detail and outline the result for two samples in 
Section 3. 
2. One-sample U-statistics 
Let h be a symmetric function of two variables with E[h(Xl, X2>23 (: 00 and 
E[&&, X2)] = 0, and let Y2 denote the Hilbert space of measurable functions 
with E[a(X,)“] < 00. Define the linear operator H : .Y2 -+ sP2 by 
Then H is completely continuous and self adjoint, and it follows from spectral theory 
for Hilbert-Schmidt operators (see [3, Theorem 18.2, p. 2991) that there exists an 
orthogonal sequence of eigenvectors {a,} with corresponding nonzero eigenvalues 
{yr} such that 
E hW1, X2) -i wrWd4X2) 
[ 1 
2 
+ 0 
1 
as n + 00. That is, Cy v,a,(x)a,(y) + h(x, y) in L2(p x p), where p is the measure 
induced on by Xl. Let a, = [my,]. Then 
g(x) = f ww,(x), 
1 
the series converging in L2(p), and IT: = C’p $a:. Since the V, are nonzero, a, = 0 if 
and only if each a, = 0. 
Gregory [lo] gives examples of the decomposition in the degenerate case. We 
briefly examine two examples in the nondegenerate case. 
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The symmetric function h(x, y) = (x - Y)~ is related to the sample 
variance, in that 
.I{” G;:il >.:” 
: -> ri 
‘6 ?li(Xi_X)2= C k(X, Xj)- ‘C 1 lS:i<jGn 
0 
1% 
:; CC... An eigernvector LY with eigenvalue Y # 0 satisfies ,‘,i 
s’; 
; 
‘6 va (x) = E[(Xr - x)2& (Xl)] = E[X:a (Xl)] -- 2xE[Xra! (X.)3 + x2E[a (X,)3 ,. 
and so CY is a quadratic. The exact form of Q! depends on the distribution of Xr, but 
there are never more than three orthogonal eigenvectors. 
Example 2. In the case of the Wilcoxon signed rank statistic we are interested in 
Again the eigenvalues and eigenvectors depend on the Gstribution of X1. For 
definiteness we shall suppose that X1 is uniform on C-1, I], so that 
implying that 
1 
Y=(2n+$)7F 
and a(x) = 2-“2[sin((n + $rx) + COS((~ + $)d], 
n=O,*l,*2 ,... . 
(In the examples above we drop the requirement hat E[h (Xl, X2)] = 0. Adding a 
constant to h does not alter its eigenvectors.) 
Let 2 = (~~i)i~o,j~o be the infinite symmetric matrix with 
2 
%, if i=j=O, 
l-a:, if i=j#O, 
Vij = 
Wi 9 if i # 0, j = 0, 
-aiaj, otherwise. 
is the covariance matrix of (g( r), 4x1) - 4~1~ a2VG.) - a2, . . JT, and so is 
positive semidefinite. Therefore there exists a lo ular atr 
= . Let 1, l ’ l ependent stan ner processes on 
W=(WO, u/l ,... )= and V=(W& VI ,... :bT= 
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Each F is a finite linear combination of elements of W, and for 0 G t s 1, V(t) is 
multivariate normal with covariance matrix tC. Define 
Y,(t) =i iVi[ Vi(t)*- t(l 
is easily proved for fixed t, Y, (t) converges in L* as n + 00, and so there exists a 
stochastic process Y ( l ) such that Y,(t): Y(t) as n + 00. Our joint limiting dis- 
tribution is determinzd by (Vo, Y). Shortly we shall prove that the sequence {Y,) is 
tight in C[O, 11, the space of continuous functions on [O& 11. From this it follows that 
the sample paths of Y are a.s. continuous, and that Y, + Y in the sense (C[O, l), p), 
where p is the uniform metric on C[O, 11. (Convergence in distribution is denoted by 
z, convergence in probability by 5.) 
Note that the stochastic processes V0 and Y are uncorrelated (in the sense that 
E[ V,(s)Y(t)] = 0 for all s and t) but dependent (checked by calculating 
cov( Vi(s), Y(t))). 
Let [nt] denote the integer part of nt and define 
&a(t) = n --3’2t-1 T& 
and 
{n(t) = tZ-3’2tB1S[~~]= tZ-3’2t-‘([nt]- 1) ‘2’ g(*i) 
1 
if lln~t~l,a~ld&,(t)=&,(t)=OifO~t<l/n.Let 
q,,(t) = 212 -lAI,tl = 2a -’ 1 
s 
iz 
‘s 
In13 (h(Xi,Xj)-g(Xi)-g(Xj)). 
Let D =D[O, 1] be: the space of right continuous functions on [0, 1] with left-hand 
limits, and let d denote the Skorokhod metric on B. 
Theorem 1. As n + 00 
at, %I) 5 040, Y) 
in the sense (D x D, d x d ). 
Corollary 1. If a, > 0, then the stochastic process K3’*tm1 TL,,~I converges weakly to 
a,W, where W is a standard Wiener process on [0, 11. If a, = 0, then 2n-’ T[,,r~ 
converges weakly to Y. 
When cr, = 0 the stochastic processes V, are independent, and Y, B.S. Y. 
ofs. We show first that {Y,} is tight. Let P,,(t) be the a-field generated by Wj(s) 
and 0 G s G t. It is easily checked that { (t), g&(t), O<fsl} is a 
continuous time martingale for each n a 1. Lemma 4 of own [4] asserts that for a 
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martingale (Ui, 1 s i s m} we have 
( sup ILJJ>2E)SC1 
l<iSm 
From an approximation argument we deduce that the continuous time analogue of 
(1) holds for any continuous time martingale with a.s. continuous sample .paths. 
Therefore for any E, 6 > 0, 
(,,s;p, IY,(t)-- Yn(S)l>8E)C c ( sup )Yn(r)-- Y,(ks)l>2&) 
- S ki3el kGcrs(k+l)S 
se-l C E[IY,((k+l)S)- Y,(LS)lI(IY~i(bc+l)s)- Yn(ka)l=+~)l 
ktIc1 
[-YN((k + l)S)- YN(ks)- Yn((k +I)@+ K,(W~21 (2) 
k&cl 
for any N s n. The processes VI and V2 have the same joint distribution as 
(1-a:)1’2WI and -aIa2(l-a~)-‘~2WI+(1-a~-a~)1’2(l -af)-1’2w~, 
and so for s s t, 
E[ VI(s)2 Vl(t)2] = (st + 2s2)(l - a:)2 
and 
E[ VI(s)2 V2(t)2] = st( I- a:)(1 - ai) + 2s2a:as l
Therefore 
E[VI(t)2- &(s)~]~ = (1 -af)2(3t2-2ts -s2) 
and 
E{[ Vdt)2 - Vr(s)2][ Vz(t)2 - V2(s)2]}= (t-s)2(l -a:)(l -az)+2(t2-s2)afa& 
and consequently we define 
cn = E (i vi[ &(t)2- K(SJ21]2 
N 
=i vfE[K(t)2- Vi(s)2]2+ C vivi {[ vi(t)2- K(s)2]lIVj(tJ’D &(s)2]l 
N i#j 
-2(t2-S2)[i vf(l-a:)‘“+@ V@()'-i vfafJ+(t-s)2[i Vi(l-t2f)j2. 
N N N N 
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Hence we may define 
b, =E( i z#qt+(l -a:)t- vl:(s)2+(l -d)sl)l 
N 
=c n -(t-s)2[i yi(l -af)12 
N 
The series CT of and x: Z& converge (in fact, c’p z& = 0), and so there exist 
constants &, + 0, independent of n, s and t, such that 
bn e BNlt-Sl (3) 
for all it 2 N, Given A > 0, choose N so large that &-%N C A. Then the second term 
on the right in (2) is dominated by A for all ‘n 2 
szN-l f &V;:(S)~- K(t)2-(s-tf)(l -d)12- 
1 
Therefore for any event E, 
E{[ YN (s) - yiv (t)121(E)} G 
~2~-l; ~:{E[&(s)~- &(t)2-(s-t)(l-~;)]4P(E))1’2. 
1 
(4) 
It is easily shown that there exists a finite, positive constant C such that 
E{[ YN(s)- YN(t)]2r(E)}s zNel (i z$) CP(E)1’21t-sla 
1 
(6) 
Furthermore 
(I Yn((k + 1)s)~ Yn(ka)] > 8) s e-2 [Yn((k + 1)s) -Yn(k8)]2~g-2B1S, 
(7) 
using (3). Combining the last two inequalities we deduce that for fixed N, the first 
term on the right in (2) tends to zero as S -+ 0. Therefore { Yn} is tight, and Y is well 
defined. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is in four parts. Firstly we approximate to 7, by a random 
element with a finite spectral decomposition, then we establish the convergence of 
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finite dimensional distribtitions and tightness for the approximating sequence, and 
finally we return to the original sequence and establish the theorem. 
(A) Approximation. Fix N and define h&x, y) = cz+, ~,a,(x)cu,(y). The series 
converges in L2(p XP) and so h N is well defined p X p - as. Let gN(x) = 
E[ hN (Xl, x)] and define 
A n,N = C [hN(X, xi)-gN(Xi)--gN(Xj)+EgN(Xl)I* 
lSi<jSn 
Then {Aj,N, 1 G j G n} is a zero mean martingale, and so by Kolmogorov’s inequality, 
P( sup IAlnt~,~ I> a) = P( sup lAj9N I > m I 
OSfSl OGjSn 
s n-2e-2E(Az,N) = nB2ew2 
n 0 2 (&, - 2&J S E -2*;,V, (8) 
where ai, = var[ hN (Xl, X2)] and (T& = w[gN (xl)]* Set 
AZ =A,-An,N= C [h*(Xi, Xi)-g*(Xi)-g*(Xj)+Eg*(X1)] as., 
lSi<jSn 
where h*(x, y) = zy v,a,(x)cy,(y) and g*(x) = E[h*(Xl, x)]. Then 
(9) 
(B) Convergence of finite dimensional distributions. Suppose 0 s tl, t2 c 1 and let 
t = min(tr, t2). Then 
cov n ( -l/2 [nrl’ ,F; (Qr(Xi)-a,), ne1j2 ‘2’ (cZs(Xi)-&,> A {Ghana’)’ if r = ” i=l s7 if&s, 
cov &&I), P2 
( 
:$I (ar(Xi) - a,)> + tv, 4 
and 
as n + 00. It follows from the method of Cramer and Wold (see [9, Theorem 4.63, pm 
1241) that for any sequence {t+ 1 - j (‘~m,,(‘~r~N}withO~r,i~l,wehave 
( 
lIn'ljl 
ln(t()j), 1 GjSmO; n-1’2 C (aI(a*), 1 sii <ml; 
i=l 
Cnr&Jj I 
. . . ;n -1’2 c (aN(xi) -aN), 
i=l 
-29 (Vo(toj), I s j S mo; Vl(tlj), I s js ml; l l l ; VN(tNj), 1 Gj s mid. 
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Let 7: be the process defined by 77: (t) = 2n-‘Ac,~, t E [0, 11. It is easily shown that 
&(r) -&(t) converges to zero in probability as IZ -, 00, and so it follows from the 
decomposition (9), the law of large numbers and the result (10) that the finite 
dimensional distributions of (&, 11:) converge to those of (V& YN). 
(C) Tightness: The tightness of {&} follows from [ 161. We show that (7:) is tight. 
Let E, S ,> 0. Since {AT, 1 G j G n} is a martingale, condition (1) implies that 
2n-‘(d$s, -A&,) 5 yN(s) - YN(t), 
and since the left-hand side is uniformly integrable (second moments are bonded) 
then as n + 00, 
+ E[I YN (s) - YN (t)lr(l yiv b) - YN (t)l’ &)I s 
GE-‘E[IYN(.s)- YN(t)121(1yN(+ YN(f)()dl 
< --& -12N-1 f z${E[ F(s)~ - v;:(t)* - (S - t)(l - a”)]4P(j &V(S) - YN(f)] > d)1’2 
1 
GE c/s -#(I Y-(s) - yN(f)I -)1’2 
GE C-J?;/’ Is - t1312, 
using (4), (5), (6) and (7). Substituting this expression into (11) we deduce that for, a 
constant CN depending only on N, 
liy+yp pn (&, 6) s cN& -38 l1’2 + 0 
as S + 0, proving tightness. 
(D) Completion. From (8) we see that 
(12) 
Gformly in n as + 00. Suppose 0 ~t,<l for l~j<rn~, i=O, 1, and let xoj be 
(r:ontinuity) points of Vo(toi), I1 ~j s mo, and xii and xii - q be (continuity) points of 
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Y(tli), 1 cj~ ml, where E = mini ej > 0. Given A > 0, choose N so iarge that 
q,,(e ; N) < A for all n. hen for all sufficiently large n, 
al @oj) s xojr 1 +QTZ~, and 2,-1A~,~lj~~~~j, 1 ~~PzI)~ 
GP(&(~~~)sxO~, S~SUZ~, and2n-‘AI*,,,,1 SXI~+E~, l~j~~~~)+q,(~, N) 
c P( Vo(toj) G xoj, 1 c j G mo, and Y~(tli) s xii + Ej, 1 s j c ml,) + 24, 
using (B). By choosing maxi gi sufficiently small and then letting N + a !, we see that 
for any A > 0, 
The reverse inequality is established in the same way, and so the finite dimensional 
distributions of (&, qn) converge to those of ( Vo, Y) as y1-, 00. 
Finally we observe that for any E, S > 0 
B(,~~~~~~Al.,l-dl.,11>2ns)iq,(E.N)+P(lr~~~~lA~l1-A~,,!‘n&), - ‘- 
and the tightness of {nn} follows from (B) and (12). 
3. Two-sample Udtatistics 
Let YI, Yz, . . . be i.i.d variables independent of thie sequence (&}, and let h be a 
function of four variables with h(Q, y1; x2, y2) = m2r y2; x1, Ylh 
E[h(Xl, Yl; X2, Y2)2]~43 and E[h(Xl, YI; X2, Yz):] = 0. Then 
T= C mn c MXi, yk;&, x) 
l<i<j<rn lsk<l6n 
is a U-statistic, with projection 
S = rm c c [gl(~)+gl(xj)+g2(yk)+g2(~)1 
l=Si<j=Sm :sk<lsn 
= (m - l)(n -1) n f gl(X)+m i dyk) i = 1 k=l 1 
where gr(x) = [h (x, YI ; X2, Y2)l and g2(y) = [If. (X1., y ; X2, Y2)]. The spectral 
decomposition theorem asserts that 
h(xl, ~1; ~2, ~2) = f WSXlr y lMX2, Y2), 
1 
and so 
gl(x) = $ wwlr (4 and g2W = E v,am,ty) 
1 
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c.Y~,(Y) = E[a,(XI, y)] and a, = 
(Here and below all infinite series are understood to converge in the L* sense.) We 
also have the decomposition 
cy,(x, y) = : ~rsPrswrs(Y) 
s=l 
where the sequences {prs(XI), s 2 1) and {&( YI), s a 1) are each orthonormal, and 
so 
dx) = f k&sPrs(x) and w,(y)= g UdLW 
s= 1 s=l 
where 6, = E[&&Wl and d,, = EM WI- 
The difference between the U-statistic and its projection is 
A mn = Tmn - Smn 
= c C Ch(X, yk;xj, Yr)-gl(Xi)-gl(xj)-g2(yk) 
l=Si<jam Isk<l<n 
-g2wdl* 
Now 
= g &SXI, yd -4(4x2, y2) - 4 
1 
+ z v,a, E A,(&(xl) - MMYd -dd 
r=l s= 1 
+ 5 v,a, ? hrs(PrsW - brs)@&d -4d 
r=l s=l 
(Note that E[h(Xl, Yl; X2, Y2)] = CT v,aF = 0.) Therefore 
24,” = ril vr( [ iEl ,tl (dXi, ykk a,) 2+ f i (ar(Xi9 yk)-ar)2 = ] i=l k=l 
- t [ i (%(Xi, Yk)-ar) 
i=l k-l 
12-E, [ ifl (~r(Xis Y*)-ar)12} 
+ 2(m - l)(n -1) f +a, E h,[ z (&(X)-b,)] [ f, (&(Y*)-4)]. 
r=l s= 1 i = 1 k=l 
(13) 
W) sJzJ4 t/l _b-“!?‘J + (‘J)sJIA z,z_ d”‘pz~}“y Iis JVJ~Z Ii’ zpl = (q ‘I~)o~ 
00 00 1 
hq A pue 0~ sassaaold ayl auyaa 
4 
0 c s ‘1 e J ‘sJ,} JO Juapuadapu! (1 e s “1 e 1 6sJ1A} YJFM Jt’lq 2 UO~)3aS 30 aSOy$ 0) 
~UUBBU .w~ur~s a us pauyap ‘[I ‘o] uo sassaDo_xd .IXJa~M paJ~)Ua aq ‘1 e S ‘1 e J ‘sJzA 
puesJ~~ )a?~~:,d>o‘bt(u+ur)/upuedc(u+ur)/ur’ootu‘ursa~aPI1asoddns 
&I) l [I ("'P - 
(“9 - c=x)“d) If! sJpt4}~Jy y ‘vJf-2 Ii’] (‘I _ U)(T _ u) = ulus 
lu 00 00 
(VT) [ [(Up-(Q)“g) ~~~]~Jqzu+ [(“4-(‘x)“@) y]“pu+ 
51 U4 
[(“p _ (‘?r )“g) Ii’] [(“q _ (!x)“d) ‘i’] }SJy ‘is = (‘~9 _ ( ?A ‘!x)Jn) ‘i’ Ii’ 
U w m U UA 
~a3ou.my~m~ 
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Theorem 2. As m, n -, 00 such that m/(m + n) + p and n/(m + n) + q, 
arm, %?zn) -5 wo9 Y) 
in tl;le sense (Dz x Dz, dZ X 62). 
The convergence of finite dimensional distributions follows easily from (13), (14) 
and (15) if we observe that the processes & and &, are asymptotically equivalent. 
Note that the second term on the right-hand side of (13), and the first on the 
right-hand side of (14), are asymptotically negligible in comparison with the other 
terms of these expressions. Tightness can be proved using a two dimensional 
analogue of (1)-see (5) of [17]. 
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